OWNER INVESTMENT IN SMALL BUSINESS (ESB) BOND CAPACITY:
SMALL BUSINESS PARTIAL BOND GUARANTEE PROGRAM
Executive Summary
Surety bonding is a critical component of risk management in the public sector
construction industry. A firm’s bonding capacity is determined by a variety of factors,
including cash flow, assets, workload, and past performance, which can be challenges
for smaller businesses who are not yet fully established. As a result, obtaining a bond
can be a significant barrier to small businesses interested in transitioning to prime
contracting with CDOT. The corollary can also be true; a contractor can find itself in
danger of going out of business if a contractor over-invests in a bond they are not able
to perform on. However, with the correct strategy and resources, CDOT can help
reduce this barrier and alleviate risk by backing a portion of the bond for selected
Emerging Small Businesses (ESB).
CDOT requires two surety bonds from contractors: a payment bond and a
performance bond. While many of CDOT’s highway construction projects are far too
large, complex, and expensive for a small business to undertake regardless of bonding
requirements, smaller projects with narrower scopes and lower financial barriers to
entry may be ideal for developing an Emerging Small Business’ ability to navigate all
aspects of prime contracting with CDOT. By performing successfully at this
manageable level, the contractor is then positioned to both obtain greater bond
capacity in the future and increase performance capacity on larger contracts.
The goal of CDOT’s Partial Bond Guarantee Program is three-fold:
1. Develop capacity in the construction industry by investing in Emerging Small
Businesses;
2. Increase competition on CDOT advertisements by removing barriers to bidding;
and,
3. Manage risk to CDOT by educating and supporting new prime contractors.
Background: DBE Goal Shortfall
In FFY 2017, CDOT fell short of its annual goal by 1.05%. The two key contributing
factors to this shortfall were: 1) A lack of DBE Prime Contractors; 2) A high-dollar,
low-goal contract award at the end of the reporting period. After considering how
CDOT can address those considerations to mitigate future DBE participation shortfalls,
there are two avenues to pursue: 1) Remove barriers for DBE/ESB Prime Contractors;
2) Reduce reliance on contract goals to meet the overall annual goal. By
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implementing sustainable small business programs, CDOT is poised to strategically
address these two considerations.

Context: Bonding Requirements
Surety bonds act as an assurance that the contractor will meet the requirements of
the contract they have accepted and signed. If the contractor becomes unable to
meet the requirements, the surety (performance guarantor) will provide funds for any
expenses related to replacing the contractor with another firm that is able to meet
the contract requirements. For example, if a contractor were to close their business
before completing work on a CDOT job, the surety is responsible for ensuring that a
replacement contractor completes the work (performance bond) and that any
outstanding debts (e.g., payments to subcontractors, etc.) are satisfied (payment
bond). These two bonds are required to protect CDOT from additional expenses
related to unfulfilled contract requirements.
It should also be noted that CDOT requires a 5% bid bond, which is a guarantee that if
selected as the low apparent bidder, the firm selected will sign the contract or forfeit
the bid bond. This particular bond is obtainable by small businesses and CDOT expects
that all firms will continue to provide this bid bond independently of CDOT’s
involvement.

Proposed Solution: Partial Bond Guarantee Program
CDOT’s Partial Bond Guarantee Program will address bonding as a barrier to becoming
a CDOT prime contractor by assuming part of the risk for qualified small businesses.
Assets, cash flow, and past performance are all areas of development for small
businesses, while CDOT is stable in those areas and can offset some of the bond
investment with minimal risk. Eligible contracts are those under $3 Million and the
anticipated maximum guarantee is 50%, so CDOT’s maximum risk is $1.5 Million on any
given contract. The Risk Management Unit will determine the guarantee percentage
for each applicant, ensuring that CDOT is effectively assessing costs and benefits on
every eligible contract.
Once an eligible project (construction contracts under $3M) has gone to ad, the onus
is on the contractor to ensure they complete all of the program requirements for
eligibility. The minimum requirements are an active ESB Certification,
prequalification approval to bid projects up to $3 million, provision of a 5% bid bond
at time of bidding, completion of a financial evaluation, and participation in a
bonding education program. Preferred qualifications include participation in CDOT’s
Mentor-Protege program, successful completion of Connect2DOT’s Leading Edge for
Transportation business development program, an active DBE certification, and a
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thorough justification for requesting a partial bond guarantee as well as a transition
plan describing how this opportunity will positively impact capacity development.
Firms interested in using the Partial Bond Guarantee program will indicate that
preference at time of bid submission. CDOT has a consultant firm to support this
initiative through financial vetting and bond education. Financial vetting happens
through the consultant’s online tool, which assigns a simple 0-5 point financial rating
that is determined by evaluating seventeen ratios analyzing liquidity, leverage, and
backlog management. The financial rating and associated application package will
then be used to identify the best surety solution for the contractor, as well as the
percentage of the bond that CDOT is willing to guarantee.
Once the bond guarantee percentage is determined, CDOT Risk Management will
encumber the necessary funds from a $2.5 million pool (or more) available for the
program. $2.5 million was determined as a reasonable commitment from CDOT to
offset a portion of the bonds. Funds will remain encumbered for the duration of the
project, and if they are not needed, will go back into the pool after project close-out.
If the encumbered funds are needed to offset a claim, the pool will be refilled to $2.5
million.

Program Implementation: Team
Lockton Companies will provide financial program administration, including
coordinating meetings with CPAs, bankers, and attorneys as needed, assistance with
surety applications and informational needs, and monthly reporting. Lockton will also
provide credit analysis via the proprietary SCORE system (which provides a rating for
contractors in regard to their financial stability), and will deliver a monthly report to
CDOT with summary details.
CDOT Risk Management oversees the Lockton Companies contract and will review the
processes of the Bond Guarantee program applications and collaborates with Lockton
to identify and recommend the bond percentage CDOT is willing and able to hold.
CDOT’s Civil Rights & Business Resource Center (CRBRC) will lead program
administration and evaluation, and oversee ESB certification, outreach, and
supportive services elements through the Connect2DOT program and the Small
Business Collaborative Forums.
The CRBRC will work with the Construction Contracts unit to identify and advertise
projects that are eligible for this program.
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Program Implementation: Process Cycle
The Team will collaborate to identify and advertise projects eligible for the program,
to vet contractors, to determine the CDOT’s guarantee percentage, and to evaluate
program effectiveness according to the process cycle below.

Reporting and Program Impact
Because the goal of this program is to help ESB prime contractors build bonding
capacity, evaluation will look at both the success of the participating firm on the
project and at the dollar value of prime contracting work with CDOT to determine
whether firms did increase capacity. The number of participating firms will be
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determined by the limitations of the funding pool, project size, and scheduling
constraints. Once those firms complete construction, the CRBRC will monitor the
firms over the following one to three years to determine whether they go on to prime
contract on more/larger projects in the future.
As we look at a pilot of this initiative, much of the Team learning will focus on the
appropriate level of risk to assume. There will need to be a balance between
selecting firms that represent low financial risk and selecting firms that would most
benefit from owner-backed bond support, and identifying the appropriate balance is a
key outcome of the pilot.
Lastly, the Team will consider education and supportive service elements that may
improve program delivery and ESB readiness to take on CDOT prime contracts;
wherever possible we will dovetail our Connect2DOT and ESB restricted projects
programs to provide a comprehensive capacity development pipeline for ready,
willing, and able ESB firms.
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Context:
2017 DBE Goal Shortfall
Annual Goal: 12.15%
Reported Participation: 11.1%
What Happened?
• DBE Prime Contractor Awards: 0.59%
• Large Contract/Low Goal: $108M/9%
How Can We Improve?
1. Remove barriers for DBE Prime
Contractors
2. Decrease reliance on individual
contract goals

Total Prime
Contract Dollars:
$348M

DBE Prime
Contract Dollars:
$2M

Context:
Small Business Programs
Federal DBE Program
• Race Conscious Participation
Contract Goals
• Race Neutral Participation
Support Programs

Small Business Program
Size Standards

Annual Gross Receipts (Millions)
SBA ($36.5)

Race Neutral Support Programs
• Mentor-Protégé
• Restricted Projects
• Partial Bond Guarantee

DBE ($23.98)

ESB ($11.99)

Reliance on
Contract
Goals

Barrier:
Construction Bonds
CDOT Bonding Requirements:
• Bid Bond
• 5% of Bid Amount
• Guarantee of Contract Signature
• Performance Bond
• Cost of Replacement Contractor
• Payment Bond
• Cost of Outstanding Debts
Obtaining a Bond Requires:
• Collateral & Net Worth
• Cash Flow
• Credit Score
• Work History

$1M
Contract
Value

$1M

$0.3M

Bond
Revenue
Required (Self-perform 30%)

Solution:
Partial Bond Guarantee Program
Program Overview:
• Must be able to bid bond independently
• Must be vetted by CDOT
• Contracts <$3M
• Anticipated max guarantee 50%-75%
• One-time participation only

CDOT: Obligee

Prime
Contractor:
Primary
Principal

Surety:
Performance
Guarantor

CDOT: Secondary
Principal

Program Benefits:
• Decreased barrier to entry for bonding
• Opportunity to grow bonding capacity
• Education and support
• Diversification of Prime Contractor pool
$1M

$0.5M

$0.3M

Contract
Value

Bond
Required

Revenue

Solution:
Program Goals
Develop Industry Capacity
By investing in Emerging Small Businesses

$2.5M
Manage Risk
By educating and supporting
new Primes

Increase Competition
By removing barriers to
bidding

Solution:
Program Administration
CRBRC
•Certification

CRBRC

Construction
Contracts

•Program Evaluation

•Prequalification

Risk Management

Risk Management

•Final Determination
•Financial Coordination

•Financial Due Diligence

CRBRC
•Programmatic Due
Diligence

Eligibility:
Minimum Requirements
Target Customer:
Construction firms with a history of successful
subcontracting on civil infrastructure projects, who
are either transitioning to prime contracting or
increasing bond capacity

• Active Emerging Small Business certification
• Active CDOT Prequalification
• Participation in an approved Bonding Education
Program
• Financial & Programmatic Application
• Years in business, number of employees, past
experience as a civil subcontractor

Eligibility:
Preferred Qualifications
• Participation in Connect2DOT Leading Edge
Business Development Program
• Participation in CRBRC Mentor-Protégé Program
• Thorough justification for bond guarantee
request
• Thorough sustainability/transition plan
• Active DBE certification

*Opportunity for input! To be developed in collaboration with industry.

Implementation:
Opportunity & Availability Analysis
BY THE NUMBERS
(Annual average over 3 FFYs)

68

1

67

Contracts under $3M
issued annually

ESB Prime

Percent of awards going to
firms above the ESB size
standard

42

13

TBD

Contractors winning those
68 contracts

Firms within the ESB size
standard who aren’t
certified

ESB firms unable to prime
due to bonding capacity

Implementation:
Outreach Strategy
Program Development Collaboration & Ongoing
Program Reporting
• Construction Small Business Collaborative
Forums – March, June, October, December
• Industry group meetings – CCA, HCC, BCG,
COMTO
• Survey to ESBs, DBEs
• Connect2DOT Newsletter
Program Particpant Recruiting
• Direct outreach to existing directories
• Industry group meetings
• Connect2DOT networking and outreach events
• Mentor-Protégé Program overlap
• Internal word of mouth

Questions?

